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Typical savings with ScrubServe could allow your property to reduce 
scrub replacement costs by 90% and associated laundry costs by 
40%. 
 
ScrubServe is a medical scrubs dispensing system that will control 
the distribution of scrubs only to authorized staff. 
 
The Dispenser and Receiver operate together to enforce a credit and 
debit based operation, this limits the number of clean scrubs staff 
can access allowing you to regain and maintain control of your 
scrubs inventory. Simple! 
 

ScrubServe®- The Automated Scrubs Management System 
Save money, space and labor at your property 

 

 

 

ScrubServe Dispenser 
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How does ScrubServe work? 
 
ScrubServe is an automated medical scrubs dispensing system that 
controls the issue of scrubs only to users with an authorized ID-badge. 
 
When issuing clean scrubs the dispenser will validate their ID and if users 
have sufficient credit, the slot-door will open allowing them to take clean 
scrubs. 
 
To reduce issue time the system records the set size applicable to each 
user. It is possible to select an alternative size if for example a particular 
size is out of stock at the time. 
 
ScrubServe will only allow staff access to a pre-determined number of 
scrubs set via their credit limit. Once their credit limit is reached, further 
issue of clean scrubs will be declined. The dispenser is available in 160, 
200 or 240 compartment capacities. 
 
The Dispenser can issue any number of scrubs per day simply by 
reloading the unit. However, depending on the number of staff who require 
access to scrubs the dispenser capacity should be chosen so as to 
minimize the number of daily refills required. 
 

 

ScrubServe Receiver 
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Staff must return soiled scrubs via the Receiver to receive credit. 
 
Using their ID-badge staff return soiled scrubs using the receiver. Their ID- 
badge is used to unlock the deposit chute allowing them to deposit scrubs. 
 
Scrubs that are deposited correctly will reduce their credit limit allowing 
the user to obtain further clean scrubs. 
 
Every scrub returned is registered and digitally photographed so as to 
eliminate abuse of the system. Any foreign item deposited into the 
receiver will be tagged with the offending ID-badge number so the 
particular user can be identified. 
 

 

https://www.lefsystems.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/ScrubServe.mp4 
 

 
 
 
 

ScrubServe Demonstration Video 

Click link above to see the video of ScrubServe in operation 

Visit our website at:  
https://www.lefsystems.co.uk/scrubserve/  


